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Abstract: Biometric recognition systems integrated into mobile devices have gained acceptance
during recent years. Developments in fingerprint acquisition technology have resulted in touchless
mobile devices that acquire high quality fingerprints. While authorities are particular interested on
mobile solutions, they have databases containing fingerprint data mainly acquired using contact-
based devices. Therefore, they are interested in the accuracy of cross-sensor fingerprint recognition.
We present a case study of a comprehensive matching comparison on real fingerprint data acquired
by national police officers. The objective of this study is: (i) to analyse the feasibility when compar-
ing data acquired using a typical contact-based fingerprint device against data acquired using a new
contactless device, and (ii) the feedback of the end user (i.e. national police officers) regarding the
acquisition process. Obtained results are promising and the current prototype shows its feasibility
for operational police use. The end users expressed their satisfaction with the developed prototype
and they suggested extra functionalities towards a practical solution for police officers.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Previous work

Biometric technologies are being used for many security applications such as border con-
trol, forensics, criminal identification or e-business. One of the most reliable approaches
for human identification is fingerprint recognition [Ma09, Al09]. While in the past a lot of
fingerprint-based systems used integrated contact-based sensors, contactless devices have
gained attention in recent years becoming feasible as well. Traditional contact-based fin-
gerprint systems have some limitations such as latent impression on the surface of the
sensor and internal reflections [RJ04, WW04]. To address them, contactless fingerprint
identification systems have been introduced. Some advantages of contactless acquisition
methods are: the more unconstrained capturing environment, almost no skin condition side
effects, better hygienic settings and no presence of latent fingerprints on the sensor. Dur-
ing the contactless acquisition process, intra-class differences and deformations such as
perspective distortion are introduced by the high degree of freedom of the fingers, the in-
voluntary finger motion and the inherently variations during the acquisition. On the other
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hand, elastic deformation of the fingers are often present during the contact-based acquisi-
tion process. Such differences pose challenges such as extract the features accurately and
match them in the corresponding images during the comparison between fingerprints ac-
quired using these sensors. The comparison between contactless fingerprint images against
contact-based fingerprint images is named sensor interoperability and it is an active area
of research [RJ04, Al06, Ch06, MEK09, La16]. It is well known that the performance
of fingerprint comparison decreases when matching fingerprints acquired with different
types of devices [RN06, RN08, Zh14, Mi19]. The development of advanced capabilities
to accurately match both types of data contactless and contact-based is of great interest
because in the past many official databases were generated using contact-based devices.
Lin and Kumar noted the importance of matching fingerprints present in legacy databases
against fingerprints acquired using contactless devices [LK18]. Ericson and Shine [ES15]
investigated the matching performance and the interoperability of contact-based finger-
print sensors compared with contactless ones. The authors used data that was acquired
in a controlled environment at different time-separated sessions over 4 months achieving
true matching rates greater than 90%. Labati et al. [La16] employed a four-step finger
segmentation procedure using touchless fingerprint data. Under laboratory conditions they
achieved equal error rates (EER) as low as 0.22% when they evaluate the interoperabil-
ity of both technologies touch-based and touchless. Lin and Kumar [LK19] presented a
CNN-based framework for matching fingerprints. The authors evaluated their approach on
two databases containing contact-based fingerprints and the respective contactless finger-
prints. Libert et al. [Li20] investigated the interoperability of both modalities contactless
and contact-based using an in-house dataset of 200 people. Their results showed that mul-
tiple finger matching significantly improves the performance of contactless devices.

1.2 Motivation

In this work we used data acquired by police officers in different sessions. This data is
stored in an official database and it will be further used by local authorities. It is well
known, access to such data is not easy due to legal reasons; therefore it is not easy to carry
out comparison using this kind of data. Data acquisition was carried out by the officers
at a national police refugee registration center under real-world conditions (Fig. 1). Up to
our knowledge, the used dataset is the largest used for a comparison of real data. National
authorities are interested in contactless technologies due to different reasons: the acqui-
sition process is faster than using contact-based technologies, it is not necessary to clean
the device after acquiring data and many times the officers need to identify people while
they are on duty. The focus of this paper is not on proposing a new method that outper-
forms existing methods. This paper deals with the issue of how reliably two fingerprints
can be compared in a real police scenario. To do that, we analyse the recognition perfor-
mance using real data recorded by national police officers. We present a comparison study
of matching real data, which will be later officially used, acquired with a new contactless
prototype and a contact-based fingerprint device. Moreover, the usability of the contactless
device is investigated by summarizing their feedback. The contact-less device is an own
developed sensor using a liquid lens. Up to our knowledge, this is the first study present-
ing fingerprint matching results of a contactless device using a liquid lens. The rest of the
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Fig. 1: Capturing process of fingerprints by the police (re-enacted). Left image: contact-based case.
Right image: contactless case.

paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a description of the developed prototype, the
acquisition process and an overview of the captured data. A discussion of the results and
user’s feedback are presented in Section 3. Section 4 outlines our concluding remarks and
summarises planned improvements.

2 Capture Process

2.1 Capture device

The own developed scanner is a contactless fingerprint sensor that uses a liquid lens in-
tegrated with a Time-of-Flight (TOF) sensor. The liquid lens achieves a new focal plane
within 5 ms and the TOF sensor measures the distance of the fingers to the sensor. The
device acquires grey-scale images of 3052× 2015 pixels at a frame rate of 10 fps. The
developed scanner captures a stack of fingerphotos of the subject to ensure high qual-
ity fingerprints. The processing pipeline is very similar to the work of [Pr22, Wi19] and
consists of multiple steps to extract the fingerprints from the original fingerphoto. In a
first step, the fingertips are segmented. Instead of using a color-based segmentation as
in [Wi19] we apply a trained CNN for segmentation. Afterwards the fingers are cropped
as well as rotated to an upright position and scaled to 500 PPI, so that we are compliant to
FBI-standards [Am11]. Especially a precise scaling is of great importance for the matching
performance. During the recording of contactless fingerprints, many blurred images of the
fingertips are also captured. Therefore, it is very important to check whether the captured
finger images have sufficient sharpness [CG02]. Fingerphotos with sufficient sharpness
are enhanced to increase the contrast between ridges and valleys, and to mimic the ap-
pearance of contact-based fingerprints. For this, the contrast is increased using histogram
equalization [Re04] and the image is mirrored to correspond to touch-based fingerprints.
In Fig. 2 the results of the different enhancement methods are displayed on a sample fin-
gerphoto. The enhancement method has a strong influence on actual appearance of the
fingerprint. Enhancement 1 is based on Wild et al. [Wi19] and they applied among others
Gaussian blurring, a brightness normalisation and morphological operations. Enhancement
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2 is based on [Ka21], who applied a grey-value inversion, followed by horizontal flipping
and a contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE). Enhancement 3 is based
on the work of Priesnitz et al. [Pr22] and they apply different kernel sizes on the cascaded
filters of CLAHE.

fingerphoto enhancement 1 enhancement 2 enhancement 3

Fig. 2: Sample fingerprints generated by different enhancements.

2.2 Acquired dataset

For acquiring the data two devices were used, a contact-based device and a contact-less
one. In case of the contact-based acquisition, the Law Enforcement Agency (LEA) used the
optical fingerprint scanner IDEMIA TP 5300 scanner with 1000 DPI3. To capture contact-
less fingerprints, our own device was used by the LEA, which captures the images with a
single image sensor and without any 3D data. The number of human subjects who provided
contactless fingerprints is 613. Of this group, 481 persons also submitted contact-based
fingerprints. The contact-based fingerprints were rolled fingerprints with 10 prints (corre-
sponding to 10 fingers) per person. Police officers often had to help with the capturing by
guiding the person’s fingers or hand (see Fig. 1), because many persons were not able to
follow the instructions - intentionally or unintentionally. For hygienic reasons, the police
officers wore gloves during the recording process All 10 fingers were captured for each
subject. No chemical substance was used to clean the participant’s fingers prior to data
acquisition. Many images (between 50 and 80) per finger were acquired and best 6 images
were selected based on the sharpness value (at least 0.2) [Ka21]. Each session took place
indoors without any changes in the environmental conditions. Acquisition took place in
different sessions over 6 months (between June 2021 and December 2021). In case of the
contact-based device the average acquisition time per subject is ≈ 45 seconds to acquire
≈ 10 flat fingerprints and almost 120 seconds if rolled fingerprints are acquired. In case of
the contactless device the acquisition time is ≈ 10 seconds for either 4 fingers left hand,
4 fingers right hand or both thumbs. Due to the recording in a refugee registration center,
where refugees are registered, a very diverse dataset was obtained. Gender distribution for
each ethnic group is given in Table 1, while Table 2 groups the age distribution of the
participants.
3 https://www.idemia.com/palmprint-scanner
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Ethnic group M. F. N.I.

Africa 75 18 1
Asia 273 153 0
Europe 59 13 0
Central America 2 1 0
South America 4 3 0
Unknown 7 4 0
Total 420 192 1

Tab. 1: Gender distribution of the participants. M., F. and N.I. mean male, female and not indicated,
respectively.

Age group M. F. N.I.

< 20 49 24 1
[20, 30) 167 64 0
[30, 40) 119 59 0
[40, 50) 52 24 0
[50, 60) 25 15 0
> 60 8 6 0
Total 420 192 1

Tab. 2: Age distribution of the participants. M., F. and N.I. mean male, female and not indicated,
respectively.

3 Results

3.1 Comparison performance

The biometric performance is evaluated employing the IDKit SDK 8.0.1.50 and the equal
error rates (EER) as well as the True Acceptance Rates (TAR) are calculated. To evaluate
the matching performance, we have conducted three groups of testing: (i) contactless (CL)
versus CL fingerprints, (ii) CL versus contact-based (CB), and (iii) warped CL versus CB.
The matching results are summarized in Tab. 3. The total number of fingerprints used for
the evaluation are 28,182 contactless and 5,657 contact-based fingerprints. We also plot
the false non match rate (i.e. miss-categorization of two recordings from the same person
as being from different people) versus the false match rate (i.e. mismatch of two recordings
from two different people as coming from the same person) of both comparison cases, CL
against CL and CL against CB. Obtained curves are depicted in Fig. 3. These curves show
evidence of real performance difference between both types of match. This difference is
remarkable in the FMR range between 10−6 element and 10−2. We have also performed
three image enhancement methods (see Section 2.1) to check the impact on the matching
process. The best EERs are obtained based on the method of Priesnitz et al. [Pr22] and the
lowest values are obtained when using thumb fingers.
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Matches LL LB L∗B LB [Wi19] LB [Pr22]

EER (single) 0.37% 1.40% 1.10% 2.40% 1.10%
TAR † 99.49 94.87 96.65 - -
EER (thumbs) 0.09% 0.23% 0.46% 0.85% 0.30%
TAR † 99.91 99.47 99.02 - -
EER (little) 1.10% 2.90% 2.40% 4.20% 2.10%
TAR † 98.55 87.79 90.84 - -

Tab. 3: Left side: Equal error rate (EER) and True Acceptance Rate (TAR) of single fingers,
thumbs and little fingers. LL, LB and L∗B mean contactless against contactless, contactless against
contact-based and warped contactless against contact-based, respectively. The enhancement is based
on [Ka21]. TAR † is TAR@FAR=0.01%). Right side: EER of fingerprints generated by different
enhancements.

Fig. 3: False non match rate (FNMR) vs. false match rate (FMR) curves. LL = contactless against
contactless, LB = contactless against contact-based, and L∗B = warped contactless against contact-
based.
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3.2 User’s feedback

In case of contact-based acquisition, police officers instructed participants how to place
their fingers and in many cases they had to help the participants to place their fingers cor-
rectly. In case of the contactless device, sometimes staff members had to provide instruc-
tions how to correct the shots and in many cases participants figured out by themselves
how to improve the acquisition process. During the recording sessions and after collecting
all data police officers were asked about the performance of the prototype and its usability.
Feedback concerning handling the device, its response and possibilities to improve it, was
collected. In general, the responses of the police officers were very positive and comments
such as the following were received:

• The solution is very simple, the scanner turns on automatically when the hand is
held over it.

• By presenting once the scanner to the user, he/she can easily carry out the recording
process by himself/herself without any further indications. Furthermore, the auto-
matic hand recognition process (left hand or right hand) is extremely practical and
works very well.

• Few cases did not work. Such cases can easily be overwritten manually.

• The outside light has no influence on the detection speed.

• Capturing prints from people with very wet or very dry fingers is better than flat bed
scanner devices.

• An extension towards PIV certification or an extension towards rolled fingerprints
will be very useful.

As we can see, collected feedback reveals that the end user was very satisfied with the
prototype. Besides, additional functionalities were suggested.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a comparison between two devices on real fingerprint data ac-
quired by national police officers. The objective of this study was to analyse the feasibility
when comparing data acquired using a contactless fingerprint device against data acquired
a contact-based one and collect user’s feedback regarding the acquisition process. The
fully functional contactless prototype is a mobile FP capturing tool for police use which
aims to optimize the process carried out by national police officers. This prototype uses a
liquid lens and up to our knowledge this is the first study presenting fingerprint matching
results of a contactless device using a liquid lens against data of an official database. Ob-
tained results are promising and the current prototype shows its feasibility for operational
police use. Furthermore, it turns out that from the user’s point of view, the contactless de-
vice has been very practical and useful. The insights and valuable user’s feedback gained
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throughout this study serve as guidance for future work towards a practical solution for
police officers.
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